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1. INTRODUCTION 
An LSGOP (lower subtractive G orbit poset) for a finte group G is a 
rooted partially ordered set P equipped with a left G-action satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) the G-action on P is transitive; and 
(2) if we denote the root of P by p, then we have 
.~.p~y.p~z.pox-‘y.p~x~‘z.p and .x.psz.p 
for X, y, z in G. 
The notion of LSGOP was introduced by Haile, Larson, and 
Sweedler [2] for the purpose of classifying k-algebras U which are, for a 
fixed Galois extension A/k of fields with Galois group G, isomorphic to 
End,A as A-bimodules and which are “idempotent as algebras over A.” 
They established a 1 : 1 correspondence 
{ LSGOP for G}/ - w {U}/ N , 
where - denotes the G-poset isomorphism and ‘v denotes the 
isomorphism as both k-algebras and A-bimodules. For an LSGOP P for G, 
they defined an “idempotent 2-cosickle” ep for G and using this ep they 
constructed a k-algebra AIGlp (or A#.,G in their notation) as the 
crossed product with respect to ep. AIGlp satisfies the conditions above 
for U. For LSGOPs P and Q for G, they proved that 
AIGIp=AIG],oP-Q. 
This gives the 1: 1 correspondence mentioned above. 
We define a k-subalgebra, which we denote by k[G] p, of A [G] p (see 
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Section 2). In a certain sense, the notion of k[Glp can be regarded as an 
extension of that of the ordinary group algebra k[G]. We are interested in 
the k-algebra structure of k[G],, especially in the problem of deciding 
when k[ G] p and k[G] o are isomorphic as k-algebras, where P and Q are 
LSGOPs for G. This is the motivation of this paper. The content of this 
paper is not concerned with the Galois theory or the Amitsur theory, 
which is deeply related to the paper of Haile, Larson, and Sweedler [a]. 
In the main part of this paper, we assume that the stabilizer of the root p 
of an LSGOP is { 1). 
In Section 2, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for k[G], 
and k[G], to be isomorphic as k-algebras, in the case where P and Q are 
trees. 
In Section 3, the general case is considered. More precisely, we describe 
some information concerning the pose& P and Q deduced from the 
presumption that k[Glp and k[G]o are isomorphic as k-algebras, where P 
and Q are not necessarily trees. 
In Section 4, in the tree-case, a decomposition of the radical of k[G] p 
into a sum of indecomposable ideals is described. 
2. THE ISOMORPHISM THEOREM (TREE-CASE) 
Throughout this paper, let k be a fixed field. 
For a finite group G and an LSGOP P for G, let ep: G x G + (0, 1 } c k 
be defined by 
where p is the root of P. 
Remark. ep can be defined for an arbitrary poset P endowed with a 
G-action on the set P, without assuming any particular connection between 
the poset structure and the G-set structure. Then it is easy to see that P is 
an LSGOP for G if and only if ep satisfies the “2-cocycle condition”; i.e., 
e,(g, h) e,(gh, k) = e,(h, k) ep( g, hk) for all g, h, k E G. (Strictly speaking, 
ep is called a “2-cosickle” in the terminology of Haile et al. [2, 
Definition 6.3, p. 7461 instead of “2-cocycle” in the sense that ep may take 
the value 0.) 
DEFINITION OF k[ G] p The (k)-algebru associated with P, which we 
denote by k[G],, is defined as follows. Its underlying vector space is 
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IG(-dimensional with basis elements (u~}~~~: k[G],= egEG ku,, and the 
product of basis elements is given by 
uR uh = ep(g9 h) %h for g, /zEG. 
k[G], becomes an associative k-algebra since eP satisfies the “2-cocycle 
condition” for G. 
Remark. In the special case 
kGlrp=d 
where the root stabilizer G, = 
is G, k[G] P is the ordinary group algebra k[G], since 
eP( g, h) = 1 for all g, h E G. In this sense we can regard the notion of k[Glp 
as an extension of that of k[G]. 
Let us decompose k[Glp in the following manner: 
k[Glp= 0 ku,O 0 ku,. 
8 E G,, g*G‘, 
Then it is easy to see that the former part: entG, ku, is a subalgebra 
isomorphic to k[G,] (the ordinary group algebra of G,). About the latter 
part, 0 R + G,, ku, 2 the following theorem is known [Z, Structure 
Theorem 7.28(e), p. 784). 
THEOREM (Haile, Larson and Sweedler). 
two-sided ideal of k[G],. 
R = engc;, ku, is a nilpotent 
Remark. If the order of G,, is not divisible by the characteristic of k, 
then R is the radical of k[G],. 
EXAMPLES OF k[G],. ( 1) G = Z5 (the cyclic group of order 5), P = G, 
G,, = { 1 }, and the partial order in P is defined as follows: 
where g is a fixed generator of G. If we denote by k( SI R) the associative 
k-algebra generated by S and having R as defining relations, then k[Glp = 
k(x, yIx3=y2=yx=x2y=O). 
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Now let P and Q be LSGOPs for G. We shall give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for k[G] p and k[G]o to be isomorphic as k-algebras. 
In what follows, we assume that the root stabilizer G, of an LSGOP for G 
appearing in this paper is always {l }, and also we always regard the 
underlying set of an LSGOP P for G as G itself, with the root 1, under the 
identification: G 3 g +--* g . p E P. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group and P be an LSGOP for G. A map 
CJ: G -+ G is called a P-automorphism of G if g is a permutation of G and if 
rr( g) o(h) = a( gh) holds whenever e,(g, h) = 1. 
EXAMPLE. For any P, a group automorphism of G in the ordinary sense 




P = 94 !P 9 
1 
then o:G-+G defined by o(l)=l, a(g)=g, a(g2)=g4, a(g3)=g5, 
a(g4) = g2, a(g’) = g3 is a P-automorphism of G, which is not a group 
automorphism. 
DEFINITION. Let P and Q be LSGOPs for G. We say that P is LSGOP- 
equivalent to Q, and write P N Q, if there exists a poset isomorphism 
0: P --* Q such that (r is a P-automorphism of G. 
Remark. If rs is as above, then 0-I: Q + P is a Q-automorphism of G. 
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PROPOSITION 1. An LSGOP-equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
Proof: It is easy to see that (i) id: P-P and (ii) g: P ‘v Q implies 
K ‘: Q z P. It remains to show that P N Q and Q z R imply P = R. If 
(T: P --) Q and z: Q -+ R are LSGOP-equivalence maps, then r 0 CJ: P -+ R is 
a poset isomorphism, and if e,(g, h) = 1, then a(g) a(h) = a(gh) and so 
eQ(4s), a(h)) = 1, thus $dg)) $dh)) = $dg) 0)) = T(dgh)). Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. G = Z,, P and Q are as follows. 
P= g4&g5, Qzg2#g3 
1 1 
In this case, P2: Q via 0‘: 1 ++ 1, g-+g, g2++g4, g3++g5, g4Hg2, g5++g3. 
But if we take P and Q as follows: 
p= g3ug2. Q= g5qI///,/g3 
1 
P is not LSGOP-equivalent to Q. 
PROPOSITION 2. If P 2: Q, then k[G] p is isomorphic to k[ G] e as 
k-algebra. 
Proof: Let 0: P + Q be an LSGOP-equivalence map. We define a 
k-linear map &k[G].-+k[G], by #(u,)=vbCgJ, where {ug}gtC and 
hLc are the canonical bases of k[Glp and k[G],, respectively. Then 
dug .uh) = b(ep(g, h) ugh) = e&, h) v,(~J,) and hug) b(ud = v,(,). V,(W = 
eQ(dg), a(h)) VOW. On the other hand, e,(g, h) = 1 implies a(gh) = 
a(g) a(h), and so eQ(4g), 0th)) = 1, CJ being a poset isomorphism. Again 
since 0 is a poset isomorphism, 
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It follows that e,(g, h) = eB(a(g), a(h)), so d(u,. uh) = q3(u,) $(u,,). The 
bijectivity of q3 results from that of 0. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is the converse of Proposition 2 in the tree-case. 
THEOREM 1. Lf’PandQ are trees, P-Q if’andonly fk[G]r-k[Gle 
(as k-algebras). 
It has been proved in Proposition 2 that if P z Q, then k[G]r z k[Gla. 
We will prepare some lemmas for the proof of the converse: if 
k[G]r = k[Glp, then P = Q. 
LEMMA A (the isomorphism condition). Let a k-linear map 4: k[G]r + 
k[IGl, he @en b 4(u,) = LtG ag,hUh. We Put A, = (ag,h)K.hGG(a IGI x IGI 
matrix with entries in k). Then M,e have: r$ is an isomorphism of k-algebras ij 
and only if 
(1”) det A,#O; and 
(2”) e,(g, h)aK,I,,,,=Ck~G.ap.kah,k~I,,eQ(k, kp'm)for g, k mEG. 
Proof. Compare the coefficients of each base u, of k[Gle in d(u, . uh) 
and d(u,) d”hb I 
Remark. Lemma A holds in the non-tree-case as well. 
We define the levels of elements of a rooted tree. 
DEFINITION. Let T be a rooted tree with the root p. For x E T, we say 
that the level of x is n and write 1&.x) = n if p = x0 < x, < x2 < . < x,, ~, < 
.Y,, = x in T and there does not exist yi E T such that xi < yi < xi+, for any 
iE[O,n-11. Weput Z7~={x~T~l~(x)=n).Thegroundleuelelementsin 
Haile, Larson, and Sweedler’s terminology are the elements of level 1 [2, 
Definition 8.5, p. 7911. 
LEMMA B. Let P he an LSGOP ,for G, and R = R, = @,, I ku, c 
k[G]r. Then \ve have: 
( 1) R is the radical of k[ G] r. 
(2) If P is a tree, then R’= eREn,ku,, where Ai= {gEGIlr(g)zi} 
,for ie N u (0) and R”= k[G],. Especially if we denote Lp= 
{gEGIl,(g)=i}, thenM>ehave #LP=dimR’-dimR’+‘foriENu{O}. 
ProojI Part (1) is obvious from the Haile-Larson-Sweedler theorem 
above (see Remark), since 1 = IG,,l is not divisible by char k. 
Part (2) is proved by induction on i. If i = 0, it is immediate since no = G. 
We assume that it is true for i< i. Every element of R’ is a k-linear com- 
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bination of uK . u,,‘s, where g E A, ,andh~A,,sinceR’=R’~‘.R.u,.u,,= 
e,(g, h)u,, and if e,(g, h)= 1, then ghE/i,, and so R’c @,,,,,ku,. Con- 
versely, for any g E Ai, there exist h E A, , and k E A r such that g = hk and 
e,(h, k) = 1. Hence we have uX = uhut, and so U, E Rim ’ R = R’; that is, 
0 ntn, ku,c R’. I 
Remark. Lemma B(2) makes sense for in [0, n - 11, where n is such 
that R”=O and R”-‘ZO. 
LEMMA C. IfPisatree, #{(g,h)~GxG~e,(g,h)=l}=~,,,dimR’. 
(The notation is the same as above.) 
Remark. The summation above is a finite sum, since R is nilpotent. 
Proc?f: (g, gh) = (g’, g’h’) o (g, h) = (g’, h’) implies that 
#{(g,h)EGxGlep(g,h)=l} 
= #{(s, gh)eGxGle,(g, h)= l}. 
It is enough to compute v = # {(g, X) E G x G) g 5 x}, since e,(g, h) = 
log.p~gh.p.ForanyxEL’, #{gEPlg~.x}=lp(x)+l=i+l,since 
P is a tree. Hence ~=x,~~)(i+ l)#Lp, and so the equality in 
LemmaB(2): #L’=dim R’-dim R’+’ implies that r=x,,,dim R’. 1 
Proof qf’ Theorem 1. It remains to show that if k[G], z k[G],, then 
P ‘v Q. We assume that there exists an isomorphism 4: k[G], + k[G], 
and that 4(U,)=CkEGabrhuhr a,.,Ek. We put A,=(a,,h),,h.G. BY 
Lemma A, 
(1”) det A,#O, 
(2”) ep(g,h)aKh,nr=CkEC;aR,kah.k~Inrep(k,k~'m). 
CLAIM 1. (l)lp(g)>lQ(h)=>ax,,~- - 0, sphere I, and I, are the levels in P 
and Q, respectively. 
(2) g#l-al.,=a,.l=Q 
Proof: (1) Let R, and R, be the radicals of k[G], and k[G],, 
respectively. Since q4 is an isomorphism of k-algebras, &Rip) c R& for 
all ieN u {O}. By LemmaB(2), Rip= @gt,,,pku, where /lr= 
IgEGI~pk)2il and similarly for Q. Hence if we put /,(g) = i, we have 
ag. ,, # 0 * I,(h) 2 i = I,(g). 
(2) #(ur) = Y, implies that a,, p= 0 for g # 1. It is obvious from (1) 
that aR., =Oforg#l. 1 
Now det Ag=C,,S(c, sgn CJ .a,,,,(,,)aK2,a(nz) ...aYn,o(Pn)3 where G(G) 
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is the permutation group of the elements of G, n = ICI, and 
G= (g,, g,, . . . . gll}. 4 induces the isomorphism R’p -5 Re for all i, and so 
dim Rp = dim Rb for all i. Hence we have (3”): # Lp = # Le for all i, by 
Lemma B(2). By Claim 1( 1) and (3”) we have 
CLAIM 2. a,, fi, uh, ,,’ # 0, [P(g) = IQ(d), and /P(h) = I,(h’) =, e,“(g, h) = 0 
implies ea( g’, h’) = 0. 
ProqJ: We assume that e,(g, h) = 0 and eB(g’, h’) = 1. Then by (2”) 
putting m = g’h’. On the right-hand side, we may as well observe only 
those k’s such that e,(k, k~ ‘m) = 1, that is, 1 5 k 5 m. 
For k = 1 in Q, uK, fi = 0 by Claim l(2). 
For 1 <k < g’ in Q, since I,(k) -c Ip( g’) = I,(g), a,, k = 0 by 
Claim 1 ( 1). 
For g’ck<m in Q (see Remark (*), below), since 
I,(k ‘m) < I&h’) = I,(h), ah, /, I,,, = 0 by Claim l( 1). 
For k = m in Q, u,,, A I,, = 0 by Claim l(2). 
Hence we have 0 = a,. y.uh, ,, from the assumption that eo( g’, h’) = 1 and Q 
is a tree. But this contradicts the first assumption that a, R.uk. ,!, # 0. 1 
Remurk (*). In the proof above, we used the Haile-LarsonSweedler 
theorem (see [2, Convexity Theorem 8.2, p. 7871) especially if 
Q=LSGOP for G+for all gEQ=G, 
(1) g-‘.v is a convex subset of Q, 
R i’ 
(2) s-v/ --+ v 
g-P K 0 
UJ UJ 
x++g.x 
is a poset isomorphism. 
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CLAIM 3. Zf cr is an element of G(G) such that a, oCgJ # 0 and f,(g) = 
[Jo(g)) for alf g E G, then e,(g, h) = eJo(g), o(h)) for all g, h E G. 
Proqf: 0 E 6(G) such as in the assumption satisfies ag, aCgjah,a,hJ # 0, 
I,(g) = lJo(g)), and I,(h) = f,(a(h)) for all g, h E G. Hene by Claim 2, if 
e,(g, h) = 0, then ep(g’, h’) = 0. On the other hand, by Lemma C, Rp E Rh 
for all i implies # ((g, h) E G x G 1 ep( g, h) = 1 } = # {(g’, h’) E G x G / 
eQ(g’, h’) = 1 }. Hence e,(g, h) = 0 -=ee(a(g), o(h))=O; that is, e,(g, h)= 
eQ(a(g), a(h)) for all g, h E G. 1 
Now by (1) and (1”): det A, # 0, we know that there exists d E 6(G) 
such that 
n a,.~ #O and I,(g) = lQ(4g)) for all ge G. (2) 
g E G 
We wish to construct a poset isomomorphism d: P+ Q such that 
6(gh) = 5(g) d(h) if e,(g, h) = 1, starting with c in (2). 
Notation. By Remark (*) (the property of LSGOP), for any s E Lp+ 1 
there exist unique g E Lf and h E Lp such that x = gh and e,(g, h) = 1, so 
we write g = xi, h =x, for x E Lp, , . 
CLAIM 4 (the inductive construction). Suppose CJ,E 6(G) induces a 
hijection Lp + LF and satiqfies aR, a,Cn, # 0 and Ip( g) = fn(o,( g)) for all g E G. 
Define a new map CJ,+ , : G -+ G as follows: 
ai 0,(X, )oi+ I(X) = o (x) iI 
if XELP+, 
if x$LP+,. 
Then e,(g, h) = eg(ai(g), o,(h)) for all g, h E G, and C, + , is an element of 
6(G) which induces a hijection Lr+, -+ L$, such that aR,C,+,CR, #O and 
lp(g)=lJai+Ag))for al/gEG. 
Proof The first statement is immediate from Claim 3. For XE Lp+ ,, 
ai Ci(X,) E G+ ,Y since ep(gj(x,), CJ;(X,)) = e,(x,, x1) = 1, oj(xj) E Le, and 
ai(x,)~Lf. For x, y~Lr+~, x#y implies a,+,(x)#~~+,(y) because 
(1) xi = yj and x, # y, 3 bi(xi) = a,(~,) and a,(xr) #(TV and 
(2) x~#~,~~i(xi)#~i(~i)=>~j+,(x)#~i+~(~) by the assumption 
that Q is a tree. 
Thus (T;+ , is an injection of Lip,, into Lf+ , . But #Lip,, = # Le+ , verifies 
that oi+, is a bijection. Hence oi+, lies in 6(G). It is obvious that lp(g) = 
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I,(a,+,(g)) for all gEG. For XEL~,,, (2”) of the isomorphism condition 
implies that 
eAxi3 XI) % o,+l(.r) 
Then we have a., o,+,(x) = a,,, rr,(.x,)~x,, c,( l) by eh,, ~1) = eQ(oi(x,), 
a,(~,)) = 1, cri+ ,(x) = (T,(x~) rr,(x,), and the same argument as in the proof 
of Claim 2. Hence a,, b,(.T,, # 0 and a,,, o,(X,, # 0 implies a,, br+ ,(.X, # 0. For 
-y 4 LP+ , 3 a,, n,+ ,(‘) = a, (r,,.y) Z 0. Consequently ug, o,+ ,(n) Z 0 for all g E G. I 
Now we take 0, satisfying (2) for (T, in Claim 4. By the inductive 
construction of Claim 4, we obtain (T,, where n =max,.. Ip(x). We put 
rrn=c7, whence c?(l)= 1 and 611=crai for all ie [l, n]. 
CLAIM 5. 5 is a desired LSGOP-equivalence map from P to Q; that is, d 
is a poset isomorphism P + Q such that if e,(g, h) = 1 * d(g) d(h) = d(gh). 
Proof. First, we show that if gs Lp and h E Lp, ,, then g < h-a 
6(g) < 6(h). If g cc h, then there exists s E Lp such that h = gs and 
ep((g, s) = 1. The definition of 6 implies d(h) = Z(g) 6(s). Moreover, 
ea(5( g), Z(s)) = ep( g, s) = 1 by Claim 4. Hence 5(g) < 6(g) 5(s) = d(h). 
Consequently, g < h j rY( g) < C(h), and so #{h++,Ig<h}l 
# {h’ E LF+ , ) a(g) -=z h’}. But # Lp = # Le and # Lp+ , = # Le+ , imply that 
the inequality above is really an equality. Thus 
g<hoG(g)<rF(h) for gELP,hELr+,. (3) 
In general, for g < h in P, if g E Lp, h E L,! (i < j), then we have a sequence 
g=g,<gi+,< ... <g,,< ... <g,=h, where g,,ELe for v~[i,j]. But 
b(3), gy<g,,+,o~.(gy)<~(gy+, ) for all v~[i,j-11. Hence g<h=> 
8(g) < C(h). The converse, 5(g) < 6(h) =z-g < h, is also proved by (3). 
Therefore ~7 is a poset isomorphism: P-r Q. Second, we show that if 
eJg,h)=lz-d(g)d(h)=Z(gh). Let gE Lp, h E Lp, and suppose 
e,k, h) = 1. We write 1 = g, < g, < g, g, < . . . < g, g, . . .g, < . . . < 
g,gz “.g,-I<glgz .. .gj=h; that is, e,(l, g,)=e,(g,, g2)= ... = 
ep(glg2 ...g,,, gv+,)= ... =e&,g2 . ..g.-,, g,)= 1 and I,(g,)=l for all 
VE [l,j]. Then we have g(g,g, . ..gVp..g,,)=d(g,g, . ..g. -,).a(g,) for 
all v E [ 1, j] by the definition of 5. Hence d(h) = n,, r,. ,, c?(g,). Similarly, 
g<ggl<gglg2< ... <gglg2...gv< ... <gglg2...g,-,<gh (by the 
property of an LSGOP) implies a( gg, g, . . g, _. , g,,) = a( gg, g, . . . g, ~, ) 
ci( gy) for all v E [ 1, j]. Consequently, 6( gh) = cT( g) n, E [,, i7 a( g,.) = 
G(g) 5th). I 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
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3. INVARIANTS OF ALGEBRA ISOMORPHISM (NON-TREE-CASE) 
If P and Q are not necessarily trees, it still seems to be an open question 
to decide whether “k[G], N k[G],” implies “P 1: Q” or not. However, we 
are able to obtain some information from the isomorphism between k[G],, 
and k[G],. In this section we investigate some properties of P which 
depend only on the algebra k[Glp (let us call such properties invariants of 
algebra isomorphism). As in Section 2, we assume that the root stabilizer G, 
of an LSGOP for G appearing here is { 1 }, and P = G under the iden- 
tification g cf g p. 
DEFINITION. Let P be a rooted poset with the root p. For x E P, we refer 
to the maximum length of ascending paths from p to x as the level of x. 
(This definition agrees with that in the tree-case we made above.) The level 
of .x in P is denoted by I,,(x). Moreover we define the age of elements in P 
in the following manner. 
(1) The age of a maximal element in P is 0. 
(2) The age of an element x in P which is not maximal is the 
maximum length of ascending paths starting from X. 
The age of x in P is denoted by up(x). 
EXAMPLE. 
( Picture of levels ) 
cl 
1 1 
0 4 2 3 ;/ 
0 
0 1 
2 ( Picture of ages ) 
k 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let P he an LSGOP for G. We denote Lp= 
{gEGIl,Jg)=i} and AP={g~Gja~(g)=i}. Then #Lp and #A: are 
invariants of algebra isomorphism for all i. Namely if k[G] p 1 k[G],, 
where P and Q are LSGOPs for G, then # Lp = # Le and #A: = # Ajr,for 
all i. (We may write Lp= Li, A:= Ai.) 
Remark. # Lp and #A: are zero for sufficiently large i and j, respec- 
tively. 
Proof: Let us recall that R, = R = @,, , ku, is the radical of k[G] p. 
CLAIM 1. For all igO, R’= ORE,,, ku,, where R’ is the i-times product 
of R (R’=k[G],) and A,= (gEGjlp(g)>=ij. 
Proof: We show Claim 1 by induction on i. If i = 0, it is obvious since 
A,, = G. We assume that it is true for j < i. Then R’ = R’- ’ R implies that 
every element in R’ is a k-linear combination of ug . u,,‘s (g E A ip,, h E A 1). 
On the other hand, u,uh = e,(g, h) ugh and if ep( g, h) = 1, then gh E Ai by 
the property of LSGOP. Hence R’ c ORE ,,, ku,. Conversely, for all g E A ;, 
there exist hE A,.~, and ke A, such that g= hk and e,(h, k) = 1. Thus 
u,=u,,u~; that is, u,ER’~‘.R=R’. Hence @gE:n,kun=Ri. 1 
Now Claim 1 implies that #LP=dim R’-dim R’+‘, so # Lp is an 
invariant of algebra isomorphism (because k [ G] p N k[G] g implies 
R’p ‘v Rp). 
CLAIM 2. If we denote Ip={xEk[G]pjxR>=O} and rp={gEGI 
a,(g)gi- I}, then Ip= entrYku,. 
ProoJ ( 3 ) Suppose ap( g) s i- 1 and uh E R’, whence l,(h) >= i by 
Claim 1 above. We assume ep( g, h) = 1; that is, u~u,, = ugh. The maximum 
length of ascending paths from g to gh is lp(h) by the property of LSGOP. 
Hence ap( g) >= l,(h) 2 i by the definition of age, so this contradicts our 
assumption ap( g) s i - 1. Thus ep( g, h) = 0; that is, ub R’ = 0. Consequently 
we have if gel-:, then u,E&. 
(c) For XEI’p, let us write x=CgtG [Bz4g. Suppose n = 
max,:5,zo ap( g). We assume n > i - 1. Take g E G such that ap( g) = n. Then 
there exists a path C starting from g such that the length of C is n, and we 
denote the largest element in g I . C (the set of g- ‘z; z in C) by h. Thus 
l,(h) = n 2 i by the property of LSGOP, whence u,, E RP. But x. u,, = 
<R ’ Ugh + (a k-linear combination of uk’s such that k # gh) and tg # 0, so 
x . uh # 0. This contradicts our assumption x E 1;. Hence n 5 i - 1; that is, 
XE Ontr& I 
Now Claim 2 implies #A: = dim Z>+’ -dim Zip, so A: is an invariant of 
algebra isomorphism (because k[ G] p N k [ G] o implies I; N Id). Q.E.D. 
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Applications. For example, we take 
as two LSGOPs for G = Z,. We can easily see that #L; # # Lf, whence 
kCGlp & k[G],. Moreover, for 
we have k[Glp z? k[Gle since #A{# #Af. 
Remark. Two invariants # Li and # Ai are not always enough to deter- 
mine that two posets are isomorphic. For example, 
u and li 
have the same #L, and #A, for all iE [0,2], but they are not poset 
isomorphic to each other. 
Next we shall consider a graphical expression of LSGOP. Let P be an 
LSGOP for G. We express the e,(g, h) for g, h E G as a matrix Ep. 
ep( 1, g) = e,(g, 1) = 1 for all g E G, so it is enough to know e,(g, h) for 
g#landh#l.ThuswedefineE,tobea(IGI-l)x(lG(-l)matrixwith 
entries in { 0, 1 }. 
EXAMPLE. 
ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED WITH LSGOP 
for G= Z,= (g). eP is as below: 
1 g’ g3 g4 2 g 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 






1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
We draw a graph for E, in the ordinary way; that is, we define: 
the number of vertices = IGI - 1, 
0 Y 2 ... :! (elements of G except the unit). 
If g # h and (g, h)-entry = 1, then 
if (g, A)-entry = 0, then 
0 
R :: 
if (g, g)-entry = 1, then 
9 p: 
if (g, g)-entry = 0, then 
0 
R 
For simplicity, we write 
” R 
(an arrow from g to h); 
(no arrow); 





Denoting by D, the graph obtained from E, in this manner, we have a 
1: 1 correspondence E, H D,. 
EXAMPLE. In the example just above, D, is as below: 
9 92 CP 94 g= 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P, Q he LSGOPs jbr G. Then P z Q (LSGOP- 
equivalent) implies Dp ‘v D, (graph isomorphic). 
Proof: By the definition of LSGOP-equivalence, there is a poset 
isomorphism c: P -+ Q such that if e,(g, h) = 1 + a(gh) = o(g) a(h). 
Hence e,(g,h)=l=>gsgh in P=c-a(g)g:(gh)=a(g)g(h) in Q* 
e&a(g), o(h)) = 1. Since 0 is a poset isomorphism, it follows that 
#{(g,h)EGxGIep(g,h)=l} = #f(g’,h’)EGxGIeo(g’,h’)=l}.Con- 
sequently e,(g, h) = 1 o e&o(g), a(h)) = 1. We may regard 0 as an 
element of G(G - { 1 }), since a( 1) = 1. Hence CJ induces a graph 
isomorphism: D, N D,. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The converse of Proposition 4 does not hold. For example, 
take 
p=g3\g4 , Q= g3(yg2 
1 1 
for G=L,= (g). In this case, 
which implies D, N D,, but p N Q. 
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for G = Z,. We wish to know whether P and Q are LSGOP-equivalent or 
not. Draw the graphs of P and Q. Then we obtain 
Hence we can see D, & D,, so P & Q. 
DEFINITION. A vertex in D, from which one or more arrows gush out is 
called a source, and a vertex which one or more arrows enter is called a 
sink. An isolated point is a point which is neither a source nor a sink. A 
vertex of 
and each one of {et--f) } is a source-and-sink. 
EXAMPLE. 
{ < } source, 
( & } source-and-sink, 
1 o } isolated point. 
PROPOSITION 5. # {sources}, # {sinks}, and # {isolated points) for 
LSGOP are all invariants of algebra isomorphism. 
Proof. Let P be an LSGOP for G, A = k[G], and R = R, = 
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0 nzlku,cA. We put LR={x~AIxR=O}, R’=(xEAIRx=O}, and 
‘RL = ‘Rn RI. 
CLAIM. 
# {sources} = dim R - dim IR. 
#{sinks}=dimR-dimRl. 
# {isolated points} = dim ‘RI. 
Proof of Claim. We put ep( g, h) = eg, ,,, whence E, = (eg, h)g, ht c; _ (, ). 
By definition, putting G - { 1 } = G x, 
{sources} = (geG” IeR,h= 1 for some hEG”}, 
{sinks} = {heG” )eR,h= 1 for some gEG”}, 
{isolated points 1 = {s E G x 1 eR, p = e,,, d = 0 for all g E G x } 
But we can easily see 
‘R= ORdUg, where H= {gEG” Ie,,,=O for all hEG”}, 
R’ = G&K ku,, where K= {heG” Ie,,,=O for all gEG” >, 
‘RI = ORE, ku,, where I= {seG” IeR,“=e,,,,=O for all gEG”}. 
Hence 
# {sources} = # (G ’ - H)=dim R-dim ‘R, 
# {sinks} = # (G x - K) = dim R - dim R’, 
# {isolated points} = #Z=dim ‘RI. 1 
Because dim R, dim ‘R, dim RI, dim lR’ are all invariants of algebra 
isomorphism, so are the three quantities above. Q.E.D. 
Remark. (1”) We easily see that # (source-and-sinks} is also an 
invariant of algebra isomorphism, by Proposition 5. 
(2”) ‘R is Zb in the definition in the proof of Proposition 3. Since 
dim Zk = # {maximal elements of P} and by Proposition 5, it follows that 
# (maximal elements} + # {sources} = ICI - 1. 
This equality seems to serve as a bridge between a poset and its graph in 
some sense. 





P z 93 95 g 
1 
for Z,, we have 
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Here # {maximal elements} = 2 and # {sources} = 3, which illustrates the 
equality in (2”) above. 
Remark. We can apply Propositions 3,4, and 5 to investigate the 
problem mentioned above: “Does k[G] p N k[Gle S- P N Q?” We have 
obtained an affirmative answer for the groups of order 5 5 by case-by-case 
check. But these properties above are not always adequate as a criterion for 
isomorphism of algebras associated with LSGOPs. For example, for 
pzg21y/!g3 , Q=g3G:’ 
1 1 
we cannot tell that k[ G] p & k[Gle by Propositions 3 and 5 only. (In fact, 
this is the only example so far encountered in which we cannot tell the non- 
existence of algebra isomorphism only by them.) However, in this case, we 
can easily see that k[ G] p + k[Gle by proving that there cannot be an 
isomorphism A, using Lemma A (isomorphism condition) in Section 1. 
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4. A DECOMPOSITION OF THE RADICAL OF k[GIP INTO 
INDECOMPOSABLE IDEALS (TREE-CASE) 
Let P be an LSGOP for G. We suppose that G, = { 1 }, P = G, and p = 1 
as in Sections 2 and 3. 
Assume that P is a tree in this section. For an element g of level 1, we 
put R, = uR R, where R = R, is the radical of k[Glp and uR R denotes the 
right ideal of k[Glp generated by ug. Since uguh =eJg, h) ugh, it follows 
that R, = 0 rEVn ku,, where V,={x~Plgsx}. Hence R=@,En;Rn 
(direct sum as a vector space). R is regarded as a right k[G],-module via 
the right multiplication. 
THEOREM 2. R, is an indecomposable right k[G] .-submodule qf R for 
any g E II;. In other words, R = @ gE n; R, gives a decomposition of R into 
indecomposable right ideals. 
Proof Fix g E IT: and put R, = M. We will prove the following claim, 
which is stronger than the content of the theorem above. Put A = k[G],. 
CLAIM. MIMn R’ is an indecomposable right A-module for all iE N. 
Proof of Claim. We prove this by induction on i. Put M n R’ = Mi. If 
i = 1, then M/M, = 0. If i = 2, then M/M, = kti,, where tin is the canonical 
image of u,. Hence the claim is true in the case where i = 1 and i= 2. Let 
maxheVa l,(h) = n and 3sisn+l, and assume that M/M,+, is an 
indecomposable right A-module. Suppose M/M, = I, 0 I*, where both I, 
and Z2 are right A-submodules of M/M,. Then putting ug = e, we may write 
e=e, +e,, where 2, ~1, and e2~12. cl =ae+C,.VgS.!.2~lP,h)~,~1 thGh 
(a, <,, E k) because if h E V, satisfies l,(h) 2 i, then uh E R’ by Lemma B(2) 
of Section 1, so that 11,=0 in M/M,. Then e,=t?-C,=(l-a)Z- 
lx htvxs.t.2~lp(h)~,- 1 thUla. N ow there exist h E V, such that l,(h) = i- 1, 
since i 5 n + 1. We denote one of such h by s, whence there exists unique 
t E G such that gt = s and e,(g, t) = 1. Thus eu, = uRu, = u,, so .?. u, = U, in 
M/M,. Moreover, if h > g then l,(h) 2 2, so that U,,U,E R’ since 
l,(t) = i - 2, therefore iih u, = 0 in M/M,. Hence I, 3 2, . u, = ae. u, = au, 
and ZZ3P2.ut=(1-a)e.u,=(l -a)u,. This means that if a#O, 1 then 
u,Ezlnz,={o} =-u,, E R’*l,(s) 2 i, which contradicts the choice of s. 
Thus a=0 or a= 1. Now, for XEM,+,, we can see that the existence of 
SEA such that x=C.y=e,.y+C,.y implies that if a=0 then .?=C,,y, 
and if a= 1 then x=2, .y. It follows that if xEMip,, then ZEI, or XeZz, 
whence we have 
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Thus (e) = (Cl) + (e2) mod(M,- ,/Mi). But (M/M,)/(M,_ ,/Mi) N M/M,-, 
(as right A-modules), then by using the hypothesis of induction that 
“MIMipI is indecomposable,” we have (el) = 0 or (Cl) = 0 mod(M,_ ,/Mi). 
We would not lose the generality if we consider the only one case where 
a=O. Then eI =C <,,zi,, and I?,= 2-C <,,ii,,. Assume (e,)=O; then 
Z, E Mi.. ,/Mj, that is, t?, must be a k-linear combination of U,‘S such that 
I,(a) = i- 1, so in particular, I,,(g) must be i- 1. But this contradicts the 
assumption iz 3, since IJg)= 1. Hence (?,)=O; that is, 2, E Mip,/M,. 
Thus we have 
Now, for h~Z7:-~ n V, there exists unique t E P such that gt = h and 
ep( g, t) = 1, so we denote such t by t(h). Then we have 
Hence c?, E I, n I,, that is, C, = Cl and c?= Zz. Since 2 is a generator of M/M, 
as a right A module, M/M, = I,, therefore M/M, is indecomposable. 1 
Now taking n ( = maxhevX I,(h)) + 1 for i in the claim above, we can 
easily see that M is indecomposable because R’ = 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. (1”) We can obtain the fact that, in the case where P and Q 
are trees, if k[G] p N k[Gle then P is poset isomorphic to Q by Theorem 2 
and the Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem, but this assertion is properly 
contained in Theorem I in Section 1. 
(2”) For ge Z7p, we define L, to be the left ideal of k[Glp generated 
bY UK. Then we find that R,= @,,,p L, (vector space direct sum) 
(obviously L, = @ h t G 5.t. ep( h, nj = I ku,,) and it gives a decomposition of R 
into indecomposable l ft ideals by almost the same argument as that of the 
proof above. 
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